The Eleventh Annual
Global Information Technology Management Association
GITMA WORLD CONFERENCE 2010
Washington, D.C., USA (http://www.gitma.org)
Conference Date: June 20 - 22, 2010

SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
NOVEMBER 15, 2009
Please visit our web site (www.gitma.org) to submit your paper or panel proposal.

The GITMA conference started with a strong focus that continues today. It brings researchers, educators and practitioners together from around the world and fosters an atmosphere conducive to the supportive presentation of emerging and mature research ideas. (Barry Shore, previous program chair)

The conference will be held at the Doubletree Hotel — Crystal City in Washington, D.C.

This conference provides a unique opportunity to all IT educators, researchers, and practitioners from all countries to get together to network, develop lasting relationships, and exchange ideas. The clear strength is the international participation and the following people should attend:

- Educators, researchers, and practitioners from North America (including US, Mexico, and Canada)
- Educators, researchers, and practitioners from all other parts of the world, including developed, developing, and under-developed nations.
- Educators, researchers, and practitioners doing work in all areas of Global IT Management

Representative Tracks: IT in Africa; IT in Asia; IT in Australian Region; Culture in Diffusion of IT; Customer Relationship Management; Decision Support & Knowledge Management; Doctoral Consortium; eGovernance; Global IT Education; Global ERP & SCM Systems; IT in Europe; IT in Former Communist Countries; Global Business Processes; Global E-Commerce; Global IT Complex Networks; IT for Government & National Development; Global IT Research Issues; Global Software Development; Mobile Commerce; IT and Change Management; IT in Africa; IT in Middle Eastern Countries; IT in Manufacturing; IT in Multinational Companies; IT in North America; IT in Newly Industrialized Countries; IT Outsourcing; IT in South America; Social Issues & Ethics in Global IT; Security & Privacy; IT in SMEs; Strategic Applications of IT; Global Hospitality IT. In addition, there will be several panels, workshops, and keynote speakers.

JOURNAL PUBLICATION: Papers judged as high quality by the reviewers will be further considered for publication on an expedited basis in the Journal of Global Information Technology Management (JGITM), Journal of Information Technology Cases & Applications Research (JITCAR), and Journal of Information Privacy and Security (JIPS).

Program Co-Chairs:
Dr. Dawn Medlin, medlinbd@appstate.edu
Appalachian State University

Dr. Subhasish Dasgupta, dasgupta@gwu.edu
George Washington University

Conference Chair:
Dr. Prashant Palvia, ppalvia@uncg.edu,
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Local Chair: Dr. Mary Granger, granger@gwu.edu
George Washington University

Conference Sponsors: McDowell Research Center for Global IT - University of North Carolina at Greensboro; Appalachian State University; George Washington University